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From 2.2mm  Steel Wire Mesh to 10mm 

 Steel Cable Mesh – A New Dimension 

of Cortical Engineering
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The use of wire mesh to mask slope face, thereby loosening objects are locked in
place, is largely used on artificial slope. Natural terrains with sizable rock and
debris are difficult to be contained with the common light weight thin wire mesh.
Heavy cable mesh is now available to stabilize boulders.

Flexibility of HEA panel conforms to profile 

(GE/2013/27)

Flexibility to negotiate amongst vegetation 

(GE/2013/27)

Maccaferri has developed a strong mesh
system fabricated from weaving heavily zinc
coated steel wire rope/cable into panels
which can be anchored over rock surface. As
opposed to the passive flexible barrier system
that catches fallen objects, this active system
prevents object from loosening up.

of 300 - 400 mm apertures. The
junctions are locked by a patented lacing
knot (see photo) which prevents
unraveling. Panel dimension is up to 5 m
x 10 m with an option of a ferruled
selvedge. The tensile strength is tested
at 210-290 kN/m and puncture force
210-450 kN, a remarkably strong mesh
for cortical engineering.

Unraveled patented knot

Installation at extreme site condition

average 38° channel of loose boulder at Luard Road (Contract No. GE/2013/27). About 300 m2 of panel in various
sizes were custom fabricated to suit the site topography and to navigate vegetation. Panels were anchored by 5
m long 24 mm soil nail at 2.5 m spacing and adjacent panels were connected with shackles/wire clips.
Underneath the HEA panel is the conventional wire mesh to lodge small debris. Reach Steven at stevenlee@g-
and-e.com for details.

High Strength Absorption (HEA) panel is made 
up of a single 8-10mm cable weaved into panel

HEA panel complimenting soil nailRecently, HEA panel was applied over an
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New Product / Application

Geogrid for Soft Ground Stabilization
Soft ground has never been a major geotechnical problem in Hong Kong, hence reinforcement geogrid for soft
ground is not common. But it finds good application in maintaining firm working ground, good haul road and
passable access in wet, swampy and soggy construction site. Traffic becomes more sustainable and therefore less
down time. A layer of granular material is usually spread over the soft area to support construction traffic.
Introducing a geogrid can strengthen the bearing capacity, reduce rutting and very often extend service life with
little or no maintenance.

Increase pavement service life

Geogrid is basically a rigid reinforced plastic net that can simply be laid over the soft subgrade to receive the
bearing granular. The netting structure restricts the granular from getting into subgrade, limits the lateral
movement and allows a more effective distribution of the wheel load. The thickness of the granular layer can
often be reduced by as much as 30% with the same design modulus. Additional strengthening is possible with
multiple layers. Cost saving in importing and handling granular material could be substantial. As such,
construction moves on much faster. Contact Gary at nangary1@i-cable.com for geogrid recommendation and
pavement design.

Decrease the thickness and therefore less 

quantity fill material

Impassable disaster Vehicle run on Geogrid reinforced ground

Accumulation of small permanent deformations Distribute wheel load more evenly with geogrid
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Maccaferri earlier rockfall barriers in the 70’s (see photo on
right) were very basic structure resembles heavy duty railing
fence. The technology evolved since and the European Union
introduced a harmonized certification ETAG 027 in 2008 to
provide a guideline for the technical approval of falling rock
protection kit. With the emergence of debris flow barriers, a
different analytical approach takes effect. And a new guideline
is under development for debris flow due to be published under
European Assessment Document in 2018.

Opinion Column

Maccaferri Earlier Rockfall Barriers in the 70’s

Y32 drops from 1 m height

Technical Note

HDPE geomembrane is a membrane extruded from PR resin under high pressure.
It is therefore a very robust material and perform well under potential damaging
construction activities. To understand the resistance to construction abrasive
environment, a simple puncture test was conducted. A 32 mm  steel rod bar was
dropped from a height of 1 m onto a 2.5 mm thick membrane that sits freely on a
substrate. Scratchy indents were quite visible but the membrane cannot be
considered damaged. With a protective geosynthetic, there is no visual sign of
disturbance.

Understanding HDPE Membrane

Proprietary welding to HDPE membrane has high regard on seam integrity. In the
early days, the seam performance was questionable. In 1994, an index trial was
conducted to appreciate the strength of welding. A tube of 300 mm diameter and 12
m length was made with rolling up an HDPE membrane. Wedge welding was carried
out along the run and sealing at the bottom was by extrusion welding. It was then
secured along a 45°slope 8.0 m height and fed with water. The welding joints were
examined. No signs of leakage was visible and no loss of water was noticed after the
1st hour and 24 hours. Water released by cutting through the membrane at half
height. Watertighness at the lower half remained intact. Subsequently all water was
released through a cut in the membrane at the toe. The entire welding seam length
had no signs of fatigue. Stanley at Stanley@g-and-e.com has more.

Close up of indentation from Y32 impact

Ringnet barrier in a distance behind and cable 

mesh fence closer in front

Testing at Chinese Permanent Cemetery, Yau Tong Reservoir, Sep 1994

Puncture MarksPuncture mark with geosynthetic protection 
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Reader’s Response

Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com

Disclaimer The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purposes only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice.

G and E Company Limited
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong

Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: wing@g-and-e.com website: www.g-and-e.com

Tell a Colleague
Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here.

Unsubscribe If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject.
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Geosynthetics comes in sizable rolls that are difficult to maneuver manually.
Delivery usually requires crane lorry, lifting equipment for loading &
unloading. Level area is necessary to keep rolls from unrolling and stacking
storage has safety limits. Here is the typical guideline on weight and
dimension.

Geosynthetics are Heavy Material

Handling of Geomembrane

Geotextile loading on small truck

Francesco Ferraiolo, CEO of Maccaferri Innovation Center, presented the
latest European direction on netting and cable mesh panel ISO standard and
debris flow certification in Hong Kong last month to GEO and professionals
with special interests in geotechnical hazard protection. This will perhaps
give us some background to review our design methodology, specification
requirement and testing procedure. Reach Steven at stevenlee@g-and-
e.com for flexible barrier information.

Francesco Ferriaolo presenting at GEO, 

Feb 2016

Opinion Column

Year of the Monkey – A Good Start

We have much to celebrate this year.  First, one of our staff is a 
mother again, then we have a bride and finally a new talent to 
join us later this year. Stay tuned for more news.  For any enquiry, 
write to Nannette@g-and-e.com.

Material Length (m) Diameter (cm) Weight (kg) Area (m2 )

Geotextile 4 - 6 30 - 60 80 - 500 150-1,000

Geomembrane 7 - 8 45 - 60 1000 - 1600 700 - 1,470

Geogrid 1 - 6 30 - 45 30 - 400 30 - 100

Geocomposite 2 - 6 45 - 90 60 - 200 60 - 600

Erosion mat 1 - 2.5 50 - 100 30 - 100 50-100

Wire mesh 2 - 4 30 - 50 100 - 200 100-200

Dimension Per Roll

Staff dinner celebrating the start of another year
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